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Abstract

Earthmoving mechanisms in motor graders are critical components for earthwork, compaction and re-handling, and yet they have not received much attention by mechanical engineering research in recent times. In this paper, a comprehensive analysis, from mechanism identification and innovative design to kinematic analysis, is presented. First, the mechanism analysis and synthesis method based on multibody system dynamics is carried out through the analysis of the system topology and connectivity. We conclude that the earthmoving multibody system is a spatial hybrid mechanism, which consists of a spatial parallel mechanism and a spatial serial mechanism. Second, a number of new spatial parallel mechanisms, which are advantageous with respect to the original one under certain conditions, are generated. The kinematic characteristics of the parallel mechanism family are investigated in terms of constraint equations formulated in natural coordinates. Third and last, kinematic simulations and optimization processes are carried out to evaluate the advantages of the presented spatial parallel mechanisms. Simulation results show that these mechanisms can provide better kinematic performance.
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1. Introduction

Motor graders are pieces of construction machinery usually equipped with a blade operation device. They can be used to prepare a wide flat surface, set native soil foundation pads, produce inclined surfaces, and provide drainage ditches with shallow V-shaped cross sections in construction, mining, agriculture and military engineering. An overview of an example motor grader is shown in Fig. 1.

The earthmoving mechanism is a key component of motor graders. A typical structure of an earthmoving mechanism is shown in Fig. 2. It operates directly with earth and plays a crucial role during earthwork, compaction and re-handling. The mechanism can be considered as a complex multibody system (MBS). In order to ensure rigid construction, simple operation and efficient performance, innovative design and kinematic and dynamic analyses can be used.

The earthmoving mechanism consists of an overhead frame, a swing frame, a traction frame, a turntable, several rod forks and several blade positioning cylinders. The blade yaw angle is commanded by a subsystem containing components with relative translations and rotations. The overhead frame is a large-scale, box-type welding part, which bears heavy loads resulting from the imposed joint constraints. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the swing frame connects the overhead frame arms through axis pins, which
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means that the relative position is adjusted before operations according to work conditions. Hence, they can be modeled as a single fixed part during system operation.

Rod forks are relatively small components. They bear high forces coming from the swing frame and cylinders. In fact, fatigue cracks or failure in the rod fork are some of the most common mechanism failures according to customer feedback questionnaires. Hydraulic cylinders connect the overhead frame to the traction frame, and they are used to lift the blade and rotate it. The traction frame is a welding part and works as a moving platform to lift and rotate the blade and propagate traction forces.

Finally, the turntable has internal teeth and an internal motor so that it can rotate with respect to the traction frame. It also supports the subsystem that adjusts the cutting angle and lateral motion. This subsystem contains a blade, two angle regulators, and several fasteners and cylinders. The motor inside the turntable controls the blade yaw angle around the vehicle’s vertical axis.

Research on the kinematics and dynamics of earth-moving equipment, especially within hydraulic excavators and wheel loaders, has received significant attention recently. In most cases, it is very difficult or even impossible to determine dynamic solutions using analytical methods. Furthermore, real tests on physical prototypes are too laborious and pricey. Consequently, numerical simulations are often regarded as better alternatives to solve the dynamic problems.


Based on the known dynamic characteristics of earth-moving equipment, some researchers have also presented finite element and fatigue analyses to calculate structural

Fig. 1. Motor grader overview.
strength requirements. Rusiński et al. (2008) investigated cracked booms in underground mining machines, for which they employed the finite element method. Jia et al. (2013) introduced a modeling framework for a load haul dump, which integrated product design, multibody dynamics, finite element and fatigue analyses. Frimpong and Li (2005) and Li and Frimpong (2008) presented dynamics and finite element models for a shovel excavator based on ADAMS and NASTRAN software packages, respectively. Seungjin et al. (2010) and Kim et al. (2013) developed a novel gradient-based optimization algorithm to perform optimal design of hydraulic excavators. Shen et al. (2013) established a comprehensive set of genetic algorithms to optimize the mathematical model of a loader device.

In our opinion, much of the work in the literature has dealt with the kinematics and dynamics of hydraulic excavators and wheel loaders. On the other hand, very few references on the kinematic and dynamic performance of earthmoving equipment can be found in the literature. The earthmoving mechanism of motor graders is somewhat difficult to investigate since it not only bears high external forces and vibrations, but also involves very different positions and orientations. Sobczyk and Tora (1998) introduced a blade stabilization system to compensate the grading errors caused by the vertical displacement of the motor grader. Carmen and Silviu (2012) evaluated the operational performances for motor grader earthmoving equipment with different structural and functional configurations. Zhen et al. (2011) provided solutions to increase the operator's comfort by decreasing noise.

This paper introduces a method for the systematic synthesis, innovative design, and kinematic analysis of the earthmoving mechanism of a motor grader. Natural coordinates are used to formulate kinematic constraint equations in a simple way. We provide a number of original and effective designs through identification and innovative design. Their kinematic performance and effectiveness is theoretically studied and backed with kinematic simulations. Furthermore, the working performance of an earthmoving mechanism is improved through design and optimization, instead of through expensive hydraulic actuators or position sensors. This approach can be applied to all kinds of earthmoving equipment, from common heavy machines to unusual machines such as motor graders.

2. Mechanism identification

In order to carry out a thorough mechanism analysis and synthesis, a virtual prototyping model (described in Fig. 2) is considered as an example. The earthmoving system has 22 bodies, 27 joints and 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) corresponding to the 6 blade driving cylinders (2 lifting cylinders, 1 roll rotation cylinder, 1 yaw rotation cylinder, 1 cutting angle adjustment cylinder and 1 lateral translation cylinder). The multibody system topology is depicted in Fig. 3.

The overhead frame, which is assumed to be fixed to the ground, is connected to the traction frame through a spherical joint at the front of the mechanism. The swing frame, which is fixed to the overhead frame during machine operation, is connected to the rod forks via three revolute joints. Two blade lifting cylinders and one blade roll cylinder are connected to the rod forks through three revolute joints on top of the mechanism and are attached to the traction frame via three spherical joints at the bottom. The turntable and traction frame are connected through a revolute joint, which is driven by a motor inside the turntable. The cutting angle adjustment cylinders are linked to the turntable on one side and to the angle regulators on the other side. The angle regulators are attached to the turntable through revolute joints and to the blade lateral cylinder.
Table 1
Operations of driven cylinders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Driven motions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blade lateral translation</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting angle adjustment</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade yaw rotation</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left/right blade lifting</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade roll rotation</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the system topology and cylinder operation, the system can be decomposed into two subsystems (described in Fig. 3): a spatial parallel mechanism and a spatial serial mechanism. The spatial parallel mechanism is described in Fig. 4(a). It consists of four subchains, namely three revolute-revolute-prismatic-spherical (RRPS) subchains and one spherical subchain connecting the overhead frame and traction frame. Hence, this subsystem is a 3RRPS-S mechanism.

The spatial parallel mechanism comprises three independent, driven motions which result from the blade lifting and roll rotation cylinders. It is possible to calculate the DOF of this spatial parallel mechanism as shown in Table 2. Zero DOF result from this count, which allows one to easily perform kinematic analyses. This parallel mechanism has some unique characteristics when compared to serial mechanisms: a more rigid structure, high
positioning precision, high acceleration capabilities and stable operation. Similar 3-DOF spatial parallel mechanisms have been studied by researchers in terms of mechanisms, kinematics and dynamics (Staicu et al., 2007; Staicu, 2009; Wu et al., 2009, 2013; Li et al., 2010; Yen and Lai, 2009).

On the other hand, the spatial serial mechanism consists of three planar serial mechanisms. Two of them are located between the turntable and left and right angle regulators to adjust the blade cutting angle, and the third planar mechanism operates between the angle regulators and the blade to control the blade lateral translation. This spatial serial mechanism is over-constrained due to the same structure in both left and right side for cutting angle adjustment. It has two DOF corresponding to the blade lateral translation and the cutting angle adjustment. We do not further discuss the performance of this mechanism in the paper.

Both the spatial parallel and serial mechanisms make up the earthmoving system, and they are assembled through a revolute joint coming from a gear rack transmission inside the turntable. In conclusion, the earthmoving MBS is a 6-DOF spatial hybrid mechanism and the 3RRPS-S spatial parallel mechanism is one of its crucial subsystems (Choi et al., 2005).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>DOF</th>
<th>ΣDOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parts</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prismatic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolute</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ΣDOF = 0

### 3. Mechanism design

Innovation is widely considered to be essential during engineering design. In this section, innovative design is carried out to derive new structures that may be suitable for special operation conditions. The 3RRPS-S mechanism is used as a reference to generate different mechanisms.

The fracture of the spherical joint between the overhead and traction frames is a common fatigue failure mode. Once it happens, it is very inconvenient to fix. The maintenance cost is usually high because the overhead and traction frames, which are large-scale components with complex structure, have to be replaced or fully fixed.

As part of a robust design improvement, a small-scale rod is introduced to prevent the fracture from happening in the traction and overhead frames. This means that, by carrying out appropriate structural design (which is out of the scope of this paper), the failure will always take place in the small-scale rod. This is an affordable, fast and efficient fix. Fig. 4(b) shows the derivative mechanism. It has three revolute-revolute-prismatic-spherical subchains and one universal-revolute subchain, and its DOF count is shown in Table 3. Note that the original spherical subchain is replaced by a universal-revolute subchain through the

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>DOF</th>
<th>ΣDOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parts</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prismatic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolute</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ΣDOF = 3
introduction of one rod. Thus, it can be regarded as a 3-DOF 3RRPS-UR mechanism.

Analogously, upper and lower rods can be introduced in the original spatial parallel mechanism so as to connect the overhead and traction frames. The new mechanism is depicted in Fig. 4(c). This parallel mechanism allows for more design freedom because two parametric rods have been introduced. It has three revolute-revolute-prismatic-spherical subchains and one revolute-revolute-revolute-subchain. Its DOF count is shown in Table 4. Note that the original spherical subchain is replaced by a revolute-revolute-revolute-subchain through the introduction of two rods. Thus, it can be concluded that it is a 3-DOF 3RRPS-RRR mechanism.

The presented derivative mechanisms, together with the original one, constitute a family of 3-DOF spatial parallel mechanisms with four subchains, which may be suitable for earthmoving MBS in different situations. Their kinematic and dynamic characteristics ought to be investigated to determine in which conditions they are advantageous. Next, we carry out kinematic analyses to assess their performance.

4. Kinematic analysis

In this section, we consider the 3RRPS-S mechanism as an example to construct the kinematic equations using MBS theory. Specifically, natural coordinates (Cartesian coordinates of basic points and Cartesian components of unit vectors García de Jalón et al., 1986; García de Jalón, 2007; García de Jalón and Callejo, 2011) are used to describe the position of each rigid body. We consider the overhead frame as a fixed platform with three revolute joints located at fixed points. On the other hand, we consider the traction frame as a moving platform with four spherical joints. One of those connects the overhead frame to the traction frame, and the others, which are movable, connect the hydraulic cylinders to the traction frame. Next, the kinematic characteristics of these three moving spherical joints, which are chosen to represent the performance of this parallel mechanism, are theoretically investigated.

Fig. 5 depicts the 3RRPS-S parallel mechanism modeled with natural coordinates. This mechanism has 9 moving points, 6 moving unit vectors and 3 driven coordinates corresponding to the blade lifting and rotation cylinders, for a total of 45 dependent Cartesian coordinates. Let us define the vector of generalized coordinates as:

$$q = \{r_i^e, d_i^e, l_i^e, u_i^e, r_j^f, r_k^f, r_l^f, u_j^f, r_i^f, u_l^f, r_k^f, u_j^f, r_i^f\}^T$$

where vectors $$r$$ and $$u$$ represent, respectively, Cartesian positions and Cartesian components of unit vectors:

$$r = \{x, y, z\}^T, \quad u = \{u_x, u_y, u_z\}^T$$

The driven coordinates of the blade lifting and rotation cylinders are expressed as:

$$l = \{l_{EJ}, l_{EK}, l_{JK}\}^T$$

where scalar $$l$$ denotes the distance of the driven cylinders as a function of time, which takes the following form:

$$l_{EJ} = f(t), \quad l_{EK} = g(t), \quad l_{JK} = h(t)$$

Mathematically, the kinematic problem can be reduced to determine the vector of dependent coordinates that satisfies the system of nonlinear kinematic constraint equations from the (known) cylinder coordinates. The constraint equations can be easily constructed following the natural coordinate formulation (García de Jalón and Callejo, 2011). Table 5 shows the constraint equations corresponding to the left lifting, rotation and right lifting subchains.

Each RRPS subchain consists of rigid body constraints and joint constraints. The first ten equations describe the rigid body constraint conditions. The last three equations correspond to the prismatic joint, where the first two equations ensure that vector $$r_{EK}$$ is aligned with unit vector $$u_{EJ}$$, and the last equation guarantees that bodies $$DE$$ and $$EJ$$
cannot rotate with respect to each other. Points \( r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4, r_5 \) and \( r_6 \) are in bodies \( DE, EJ, GF, KG, IH \) and \( LI \), and \( s_1, s_2 \), and \( s_3 \) are scalars depending on the chosen Cartesian points in each subchain. In order to enforce the last prismatic joint equation, the Cartesian points have to be carefully selected so that they are non-collinear with the joint’s axis and they do not form an angle close to zero.

The moving platform has to meet a number of constant distance constraints:

\[
\begin{align*}
(r_k - r_j)^T (r_k - r_j) - l_{jk}^2 &= 0 \quad (5) \\
(r_l - r_k)^T (r_l - r_k) - l_{kl}^2 &= 0 \quad (6) \\
(r_m - r_l)^T (r_m - r_l) - l_{lm}^2 &= 0 \quad (7) \\
(r_j - r_m)^T (r_j - r_m) - l_{jm}^2 &= 0 \quad (8) \\
(r_l - r_j)^T (r_l - r_j) - l_{jl}^2 &= 0 \quad (9) \\
(r_m - r_k)^T (r_m - r_k) - l_{km}^2 &= 0 \quad (10)
\end{align*}
\]

Combining all rigid body and joint constraint equations (Table 5 and Eqs. (5) (10)), 45 algebraic equations are obtained for the determination of the 45 dependent coordinates:

\[
\Phi(q, t) = 0
\]

(11)

Note that, in this example, the constraints are independent, holonomic and scleronomic, but are considered rheonomic for the sake of generality. In order to solve the system of nonlinear equations, the Newton Raphson method is implemented, starting from initial values. If \( q_i \) is an approximate position vector, we can linearize Eq. (11) as:

\[
\Phi(q, t) \approx \Phi_q(q_i)(q - q_i) = 0
\]

(12)

where \( \Phi_q \) denotes the Jacobian matrix of constraint equations. The iterative procedure to find \( q \) can be expressed as:

\[
\Phi(q_i) + \Phi_q(q_i)(q_{i+1} - q_i) = 0
\]

(13)

The equations that allow one to solve the velocity and acceleration problems can be obtained, respectively, by differentiating Eq. (11) once and twice with respect to time:

\[
\Phi_q(q, t)q = -\Phi_t
\]

(14)

\[
\Phi_t(q, t)q = -\Phi_{tt} - \Phi_q q q
\]

(15)

where \( \Phi_t \) denotes the partial derivative of the constraint equations with respect to time. These two equations enable the computation of Cartesian velocities and accelerations starting from the initial positions and velocities. Similarly, the kinematic equations of the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR mechanisms can be constructed by taking into account the constraint equations of the UR and RRR subchains.

5. Optimization results

The earthmoving mechanism is based on a number of fixed and moving pivots. The main purpose of the earthmoving mechanism design is to find appropriate moving pivots for efficient earthwork. Normally, the lifting height, parallel lifting capability and roll angle are key performance indicators (KPIs) of earthmoving equipment. These are often used to represent the trafficability, screeding and scraping capabilities (Xu and Huang, 1985). Even though other KPIs such as blade length, lateral movement length, cutting angle and yaw angle could be considered, they would not be affected by the earthmoving parallel mechanism pivots and they would not be modified during the mechanism optimization process.

In order to assess the advantages of the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR designs, the scraping, lifting and parallel lifting capabilities of these two mechanisms are analyzed and compared with the original 3RRPS-S mechanism. The initial location and orientation of joints in the original mechanism are shown in Table 6. By driving the three hydraulic cylinders to accomplish blade rotation and lifting, the kinematic analysis of the 3-DOF spatial parallel mechanism family can be carried out. To that end, Eqs. (11), (14), and (15) are solved once per driving position, velocity and acceleration. This results in the Cartesian positions, velocities and accelerations of the spherical joints of the moving platform over time. On the basis of these basic
Table 6
Initial joint values of the 3RRPS S mechanism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Location (mm)</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

kinematic characteristics, a number of additional kinematic performance indices are computed as well.

5.1. Scraping

The scraping capability of the earthmoving mechanism is evaluated in terms of the roll angle, which is defined with respect to the longitudinal axis of the SAE standard vehicle axis system, and represents the rotation around the vehicle driving direction. For the purpose of a comparative study between the 3RRPS-S, 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR mechanisms, the roll angle is defined through the coordinates of spherical joints of the left and right lifting cylinders:

\[
\gamma = \arctan\left(\frac{y_a - y_b}{x_a - x_b}\right) - \arctan\left(\frac{y_{a0} - y_{b0}}{x_{a0} - x_{b0}}\right)
\]

where \((x_a, y_a)\) and \((x_b, y_b)\) are the XY coordinates of the right and left lifting spherical joints, respectively. Coordinates \((x_{a0}, y_{a0})\) and \((x_{b0}, y_{b0})\) are their initial values. The roll angle is used to evaluate the kinematic performance, especially in the case of scraping.

Let us consider the new rods in the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR mechanisms in a vertical position. Different mechanisms can be derived based on the parametric length. Fig. 6 shows the roll angle of the 3RRPS-UR parallel mechanism with the rod length increasing from 200 to 600 mm. The results show that the 3RRPS-UR mechanism presents a better scraping performance. Moreover, the scraping capability could be enhanced by increasing the rod length. The maximum roll angle is 32.43° for a 600 mm rod length. If the upper rod length of the 3RRPS-RRR mechanism is varied from 200 to 400 mm and the lower one from 300 to 500 mm, the roll angle can be derived as described in Fig. 7. This figure shows that the 3RRPS-RRR mechanism ensures the best scraping capability. Furthermore, the scraping capability is improved when short upper and lower rods are employed at the same time. The maximum roll angle equals 33.32° when the 200 mm upper and 300 mm lower rods are chosen.

5.2. Lifting

The blade lifting height is adopted as a performance index to evaluate the blade lifting capability during the
earthwork, compaction and re-handling. The lifting height is closely related to the operation of blade lifting and rotation cylinders, thus the lifting capability is defined through the heights of the lifting cylinders' spherical joints:

$$H = \frac{\left(y_2 + y_3\right)}{2} - \frac{\left(y_{a2} + y_{a3}\right)}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

Taking into account the parametric rods, which represent design variables in the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR mechanisms, we can carry out a kinematic design process, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. It can be seen that the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR mechanisms have a better lifting capability than the original 3RRPS-S mechanism. What is more, the lifting capability is improved by selecting longer rods. The maximum lifting height of the 3RRPS-UR mechanism equals 386.34 mm with a 600 mm rod. In the case of 3RRPS-RRR mechanism, it equals 382.02 mm with a 200 mm upper rod and a 500 mm lower one.

5.3. Parallel lifting

The parallel lifting capability is an important characteristic of blade performance. A better parallel lifting capability can reduce extra adjustment operations and suppress additional impacts on the system. The lifting heights of the spherical joints of the blade lifting cylinders are used to describe the blade parallel lifting capability:

$$\Delta H = (y_a - y_{a0}) - (y_b - y_{b0})$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

The parallel lifting capability of the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR mechanisms in terms of the rod length is described in Figs. 10 and 11. Upon studying the results, it is clear that the parallel lifting capability of the 3RRPS-UR mechanism is somewhat worse than the original 3RRPS-S mechanism. The parallel lifting capability of the 3RRPS-RRR mechanism could be improved if appropriate rods were chosen.

Based on the analysis of scraping, lifting and parallel lifting, some conclusions can be drawn:

The 3RRPS-RRR mechanism has better kinematic performance than the original 3RRPS-S mechanism.
The 3RRPS-UR mechanism has better scraping and lifting capabilities than the original 3RRPS-S mechanism; the parallel lifting capability, in turn, is worse.

5.4. Multi-objective optimization

According to the previous analyses, increasing the rod length improves the lifting capability and deteriorates the parallel lifting capability. These two indices cannot reach maximum values simultaneously. It would therefore be desirable to carry out a multi-objective optimization process, which is widely used in vehicle systems (Callejo et al., 2015), to obtain optimal values of the lifting height and the parallel lifting capabilities at the same time. In such a multi-objective optimization problem, the length of the upper and lower rods would constitute the design variables.
The multi-objective optimization problem can be defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad F(x) = [H(x), -\Delta H(x)]^T \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \Phi(q, t) = 0 \\
& \quad q = g(x, t)
\end{align*}
\]  \tag{19}

where \( x = [l_1, l_2]^T \) is the vector of design parameters containing the upper rod length \( l_1 \) and lower rod length \( l_2 \); \( F(x) \) represents the vector of objective functions, namely the lifting height function \( H(x) \) and parallel lifting function \( \Delta H(x) \); \( [b, c] \) denotes the design domain. The Cartesian coordinates of each rod will be varied when a different rod length is selected, thus function \( g(x, t) \) is introduced to express the system Cartesian coordinates in terms of the design parameters.

In previous sections, single-objective optimization processes were carried out to optimize the lifting height and parallel lifting capabilities, but these two objectives were evaluated in different dimensions. In order to implement a multi-objective optimization procedure in an easy way, fuzzy sets are introduced to measure the lifting height and parallel lifting capabilities in the same dimension and range (Zadeh, 1965; Gottwald, 2010). Specifically, two membership functions are introduced to transform each objective into a fuzzy set whose value ranges from zero to one. That way, the two objective functions can be evaluated along the same dimension. The membership functions can be written as follows:

\[
N_1(x) = \left[ \frac{H(x) - H^*}{H^* - H^*} \right]^k, \quad k = 1, 2
\]  \tag{20}

\[
N_2(x) = \left[ \frac{\Delta H^* - \Delta H(x)}{\Delta H^* - \Delta H^*} \right]^k, \quad k = 1, 2
\]  \tag{21}

where \( H^* \) and \( H^* \) are, respectively, the best and worst lifting height of the single-objective optimization procedure; \( \Delta H^* \) and \( \Delta H^* \) are the best and worst parallel lifting capabilities from the single-objective optimization; scalar \( k \) denotes the membership function index.

These two objectives are then evaluated in the same dimension through the use of fuzzy sets and membership functions. A combined membership function, which evaluates the objectives simultaneously, is introduced by using weighting factors:

\[
D(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i N_i(x), \quad n = 2
\]  \tag{22}

\[
w_1 + w_2 = 1
\]  \tag{23}

\[
w_1 = w_2
\]  \tag{24}

where \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) are the weighting factors corresponding to the lifting height and parallel lifting, respectively. We assume that both objectives are equally relevant. This way, the multi-objective optimization problem can be transformed to a single-objective optimization problem.
by introducing a combined membership function. The optimization problem can be re-defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad D(x) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad x \in [b, c] \\
& \quad \Phi(q, t) = 0 \\
& \quad q = g(x, t)
\end{align*}
\]

Figs. 12 and 13 show the optimization results of the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-DD mechanisms, respectively. The lifting height and parallel lifting capabilities will reach optimal results simultaneously, as described in Table 7.

The same optimization results are obtained using different membership function indices according to Fig. 13 and Table 7. The optimal lifting height and delta lifting height of the 3RRPS-UR mechanism are 370.59 mm and 2.12 mm, respectively. In contrast, the 3RRPS-D mechanism provides a better performance: 382.02 mm and 1.96 mm, respectively. Hence, we conclude that the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-D mechanisms have better kinematic performance, and the 3RRPS-D mechanism provides the best comprehensive performance.

On the other hand, the delta lifting height of the optimized 3RRPS-D mechanism is 1.96 mm, which is virtually the same as the original mechanism (1.93 mm). We can therefore say that they have the same parallel lifting capability. If one wants to obtain a better KPI performance, movable joints should be added to the design parameters and the design domain should be extended.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a multibody model of an earthmoving mechanism has been investigated in detail, from the mechanism identification and innovative design to the kinematic analysis, all of which are rarely found in the literature.
Through mechanism analysis and synthesis, the earthmoving system has been decomposed into a spatial parallel mechanism (3RRPS-S) and a spatial serial mechanism. We consider this a complex spatial hybrid mechanism. The 3RRPS-S mechanism, which carries out the blade rotation and lifting, is the key part of the grader’s hybrid earthmoving mechanism. The spatial serial mechanism, in turn, is a combination of planar serial mechanisms, which control the blade lateral translation and cutting angle.

Afterwards, the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR spatial mechanisms have been presented, which are based on the original 3RRPS-S mechanism and include small-scale rods. These three mechanisms constitute a family of 3-DOF, 4 subchains, spatial parallel mechanisms. The kinematic performance of the mechanism family has been analyzed and compared. Some conclusions can be drawn:

The earthmoving device equipped with the 3RRPS-UR or 3RRPS-RRR mechanisms developed in the present work can provide better kinematic performance than the original 3RRPS-S mechanism. The rods introduced in the 3RRPS-UR and 3RRPS-RRR mechanisms can prevent fracture from happening in the traction and overhead frames. The dynamic performance of the presented earthmoving mechanisms remains an open topic.
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